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Abstract
Background: The prediction of resistance to intravenous immunoglobulins (IVIG) is currently still one of the main
research areas in Kawasaki disease (KD). Several studies have reported on the use of N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic
peptide (NT-ProBNP) to this end. However, considering the age-dependency of NT-ProBNP levels, age- specific NTProBNP cutoff levels to predict IVIG resistance in KD might be more precise and should be evaluated.
Methods: A prospective cohort study with standardized data collection involving 393 KD patients aged 1 month to
125 months was conducted between June 2015 and April 2018. The demographic characteristics, clinical
manifestations and laboratory data were compared between the patients responding to initial intravenous
immunoglobulin (IVIG-response group) and those who did not (IVIG-resistance group). We further distinguished
four subgroups according to patients’ age (< 1 year, 1–2 years, 2–6 years, > 6 years). The cutoff values of NT-ProBNP
for the prediction of IVIG resistance overall and in the subgroups were obtained using receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) analysis.
Results: In all KD patients, the level of NT-ProBNP was significantly higher in the IVIG-resistance compared to the
IVIG-response group (P = 0.006). This findings was similar in the subgroups except for patients older than six years.
The best cutoff values of NT-ProBNP to predict IVIG resistance were 3755 pg/ml for all KD patients, 3710 pg/ml,
2800 pg/ml, 2480 pg/ml for those aged 2–6 years, 1–2 years and < 1 year, respectively. The corresponding
sensitivities were 44.0, 52.2, 50.0 and 75.0%, while the specifities were 84.1, 86.3, 77.9 and 71.8%, respectively.
Conclusions: NT-proBNP is a complementary laboratory marker for the prediction of IVIG resistance in KD patients,
particularly for those younger than one year. Applying age-specific cutoff values is more precise than one value for all ages.
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Background
Kawasaki Disease (KD) is an acute general vasculitis of unknown etiology that mainly occurrs in infants and children
under five years of age. While the timely initiation of treatment with intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) can effectively reduce the development of coronary artery lesions
(CALs), approximately 10–20% of patients do not respond
to IVIG treatment, and have a higher risk of CALs [1].
Thus, it is critical and clinically significant to identify these
patients before initial IVIG treatment, because they may
benefit from more aggressive therapy such as corticosteroid [2], monoclonal antibodies [3–5], cytotoxic agents [6],
or plasma exchange [7].
The levels of N-terminal ProBrain Natriuretic Peptide
(NT-ProBNP), cleaved by ProBNP, increase in ventricles
dysfunction and wall stress [8]. Several studies have verified that NT-ProBNP is a sensitive biomarker of congestive heart failure and acute myocardial infarction [9–13].
Furthermore, the importance of NT-ProBNP in the prediction of IVIG resistance in KD has also been shown in
studies [14–17]. The study performed by Kim [14] concluded that NT-ProBNP≥1093 pg/ml might predict IVIG
resistance, while Yoshimura [16] reported that NTProBNP≥800 pg/ml might predict IVIG resistance in a
Japanese population. Another research conducted by Kim
et al. [15] in Korea, suggested that NT-proBNP≥479 pg/ml
was a useful marker for IVIG resistance, whereas Lee et al.
[17] found that NT-proBNP≥628.6 pg/ml might predict
IVIG resistance. However, most of these studies were limited by their small sample size (n = 80 [16], n = 129 [15],
and n = 135 [14]) and some of them [14, 17] were of a
retrospective design. Most importantly, however, the normal range of NT-proBNP varies widely with age [18–21].
Therefore, applying the same cutoff value for NT-proBNP
to patients regardless of their age would be unreasonable.
We performed a prospective cohort study in an appropriately large sample to assess the effectiveness of agespecific NT-proBNP values in predicting IVIG resistance
in KD and to determine the best cutoff values of NTProBNP for different age groups.
Methods
We prospectively recruited patients with KD who were
hospitalized at the Department of Pediatrics of the West
China Second University Hospital of Sichuan University
(WCSUH-SCU), which is the largest medical center for children in Southwest China, between June 2015 and April
2018. The diagnosis of KD relied on standards recommended by the American Heart Association’s scientific
statement for diagnosis, treatment, and long-term management of KD [22], and was e confirmed by two experienced
pediatricians (at least one of them is a KD specialist). Structured questionnaires with pre-coded questions including
basic demographic information, clinical manifestations,
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hematological examination results, treatment and follow up
outcomes, were used for data collection. All questionnaires
were pretested and revised accordingly. Two well-trained
physicians conducted the data collection. The questionnaires
were double-checked to assure their completeness.
Informed written consent for the use of the obtained
data was obtained from the parents after the nature of
this study had been fully explained to them. The study
was approved by the University Ethics Committee on
Human Subjects at Sichuan University.
In total, 540 patients were diagnosed with KD on admission during the period of the study. Patients who had
received initial IVIG treatment at other medical facilities
(n = 74) or did not receive IVIG treatment between four
and ten days from fever onset (n = 20) were excluded.
Another 30 patients were excluded because IVIG treatment
had been initiated before blood sampling. Additionally, we
excluded 23 patients because of incomplete laboratory data
(n = 16) or lack of follow-up results (n = 7). Finally, the data
of 393 patients was analyzed. Of these, seven suffered from
KD shock syndrome (KDSS).
Serum samples were obtained to measure serum NTproBNP levels using an electrochemiluminescence immunoassay (Roche Diagnostics, Germany) on the day
that IVIG was started. At the same time, other laboratory parameters were also obtained and analyzed. Due to
the assay-dependent of NT-ProBNP detection, the agegroup stratification was based on a previous study [18],
which presented a summary of four studies that measured NT-ProBNP levels in normal infants and children
using the Roche assay. In that article [18], the normal
values of NT-ProBNP in children aged 0–2 days (median, 3183 pg/ml, range, 260-13,224 pg/ml), 3–11 days
(median, 2210 pg/ml, range, 28-7250 pg/ml), 1 month-1
year (median, 141 pg/ml, range, 5-1121 pg/ml), 1–2 years
(median, 129 pg/ml, range, 31-675 pg/ml), 2–6 years
(median, 70 pg/ml, range, 5-391 pg/ml), 6–14 years (median, 52 pg/ml, range, 5-391 pg/ml), and 14–18 years
(median, 34 pg/ml, range, 5-363 pg/ml) were shown.
Since the youngest child in our study population was
one month and only a small number of subjects were
older than 6 years, we ultimately classified study participants into four groups: < 1 year [n = 79, 20.1%], 1–2 years
[n = 109, 27.7%], 2–6 years [n = 176, 44.8%], and > 6 years
[n = 29, 7.4%].
All patients received 2 g/kg of IVIG for 24 h and 30–
50 mg/kg/day of aspirin until they were afebrile. A negative response to initial treatment with IVIG was defined
as a fever over 36 h after the end of the IVIG infusion or
recurrent fever with evidence of systemic inflammation
after an afebrile period [22]. Of the 393 patients, 54 patients who were resistant to the initial IVIG received a
second IVIG dose (1 g/kg). Of these, 32 patients
responded to the second dose, and the remaining 22
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patients were treated with high doses of methylprednisolone (10-30 mg/kg).
The definition of a CAL is that the internal diameter of
the coronary artery exceeds 3 mm in a child younger than
five years, 4 mm for children for five years and older, or an
internal segment with a diameter that is at least 1.5 times
wider than the diameter of the adjacent segment, or if the
lumen appears irregular [23]. According to our institutional standard protocol, patients underwent standardized
echocardiography by two pediatric ultrasonic experts before initial treatment, and ultrasound was repeated every
two weeks to eight weeks later in the cardiology clinic
follow-up evaluations until the CALs had resolved.
The patients were categorized into two groups according to whether they responded to the initial IVIG treatment: those who respond to the initial IVIG treatment
(IVIG-response group), and those who resisted to the
initial IVIG treatment (IVIG-resistance group), and also
whether they were complicated with CAL: those who developed a significant CAL (CAL group) and those who
did not develop (non-CAL group).
Statistical analysis

Data analysis was performed with SPSS 17.0 (SPSS Inc.
Chicago, IL, USA). Quantitative data are presented as the
median with the 25th and 75th percentiles (interquartile
range (IQR)) in square brackets, while qualitative data are
expressed as the number (n) and percentage (%) as appropriate. The shapiro-Wilk test and homogeneity test of variance
were used to confirm that quantitative data from different
groups were normally distributed and met the criteria for
homogeneity of variance. The chi-square and unpaired
Student’s t-test/ Mann–Whitney U test were applied to compare the demographic characteristics, clinical manifestations
and laboratory data between the IVIG-response and IVIGresistance group. The cutoff values of NT-ProBNP for
predicting IVIG resistance were obtained using receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. P-values < 0.05
were considered to be statistically significant.

Results
Table 1 shows the comparison of the demographic characteristics, clinical manifestation and laboratory data between
the IVIG-response and IVIG-resistance group. The nonresponders and responders did not differ significantly in terms
of age, gender, fever duration at the initial treatment, typical
clinical manifestations of KD, or the mean time from fever
onset to the blood test (all P > 0.05). The frequency of
cardiac abnormalities showed no difference between the two
groups except for pericardial effusion (P = 0.006). Nonresponders had a higher neutrophil ratio (P = 0.003), Creactive protein (CRP) (P = 0.022) and total bilirubin level
(P = 0.018), and a lower platelet count (P < 0.001), albumin
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(P = 0.002), serum sodium (P < 0.001) and potassium level
(P = 0.026).
As shown in Table 2 and Fig. 1, the level of NTProBNP was significantly higher in the IVIG-resistance
group than that in the IVIG-response group (2685
[551.50–7010.00] vs 975.00 [387.00–2560.00], P = 0.006).
Similar findings were noted in the age subgroups except
for patients older than 6 years. NT-ProBNP did not differ between the CAL (n = 45, median: 1070 pg/ml, IQR:
390.5–2895.0 pg/ml) and non-CAL group (n = 348, median: 1095 pg/ml, IQR: 405.0–2842.5 pg/ml) in all patients as well as in the age subgroups (all P > 0.05). The
level of NT-ProBNP in the KDSS group [median: 24800
ng/ml, IQR (6500-35,004 pg/ml)] was significantly higher
than that in the non-KDSS group [median: 1130 ng/ml,
IQR (371-2740 pg/ml), P = 0.008].
The cutoff value of NT-ProBNP for predicting IVIG
resistance in all patients was 3755 pg/ml (area under the
curve (AUC) = 0.64), with a sensitivity of 44.4%, a specificity of 84.1%, a positive predictive value (PPV) of
30.8%, a negative predictive value(NPV) of 90.5% and a
diagnostic accuracy of 78.6%. The odds ratio (OR) of the
cutoff value of NT-ProBNP was 4.22 (95% confidence
interval (CI): 2.29–7.78, P < 0.001).
The cutoff value in the group with patients younger
than one year was 2480 pg/ml (AUC = 0.77), with a sensitivity of 75.0%, specificity of 71.8%, PPV of 23.1%, NPV
of 96.2%, a diagnostic accuracy of 72.3%, and an OR of
7.65 (95% CI: 1.42–41.12, P = 0.014). The cutoff value in
the group aged between 1 and 2 years old was 2800 pg/
ml (AUC = 0.61), the sensitivity and specificity were 50.0
and 77.9%, respectively, and the PPV, NPV and diagnostic accuracy were 25.0, 91.4, and 74.3%, respectively. The
OR of this cutoff value of NT-ProBNP was 3.52 (95% CI:
1.11–11.18, P = 0.045). The cutoff value in the group
aged 2~6 years was 3710 pg/ml (AUC = 0.69), the sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and diagnostic accuracy
were 52.2, 86.3, 36.4, 92.3, and 81.8%, respectively. The
OR of the new cutoff value of NT-ProBNP was 6.86
(95% CI 2.68–17.53, P < 0.001) (Table 3 and Fig. 2). The
diagnostic sensitivity and specificity according to ROCoptimized decision limits are shown in Table 4.

Discussion
In this prospective study, we could establish that serum levels
of NT-proBNP were significantly elevated in the IVIGresistance group as compared with the IVIG-response group
in a Western Chinese population. However, NT-ProBNP
may be not suitable as a single marker to accurately predict
IVIG resistance in a clinical setting because of its low sensitivity of 44.4%, which was partially inconsistent with previous
studies [14–17]. Additionally, the best cut-off value appeared
to be higher. As shown in the Additional file 1, the differences in the median age of enrolled subjects, definition of
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Table 1 Comparison of the demographic characteristics, clinical and laboratory data between the IVIG-response and IVIG-resistance
patients with KD in total age before initial IVIG treatment
IVIG-resistance (n = 54)

IVIG-response (n = 339)

P value

Age (months)

28.50 [14.00–57.00]

24.00 [13.00–42.00]

0.051

Male (%)

28(51.9)

199(58.7)

0.344

46(85.2)

263(77.6)

0.206

Clinical manifestations
Rash, n (%)
Bilateral bulbar conjunctive injection, n (%)

48(88.9)

312(92.0)

0.430

Edema & erythema of the extremities, n (%)

33(61.1)

208(61.4)

0.973

Erythema of oral and pharyngeal mucosa, n (%)

53(98.1)

317(93.5)

0.343

Cervical lymphadenopathy, n (%)

29(53.7)

152(44.8)

0.225

Incomplete KD, n (%)

15(27.8)

117(34.5)

0.330

Pericardial effusion (%)

6(11.1)

8(2.4)

0.006*

Valve regurgitation (%)

9(16.7)

37(1.9)

0.222

Cardiac enlargement (%)

7(13.0)

30(8.8)

0.336

Ventricular systolic dysfunction (%)

1(1.9)

1(0.3)

0.256

Coronary artery lesions (CALs), n (%)

10(18.5)

35(10.3)

0.079

Blood test from fever onset, days

5.00 [4.00–5.00]

5.00 [4.00–5.00]

0.076

Fever duration before IVIG administration, days

5.00 [5.00–6.00]

5.00 [5.00–6.00]

0.116

14.15 [10.83–16.50]

13.40 [10.60–16.70]

0.863

Neutrophils (%)

71.30 [61.15–83.93]

66.20 [56.00–76.20]

0.003*

Hemoglobin (g/L)

106.50 [97.75–115.00]

108.00 [101.00–115.00]

0.553

Laboratory features
WBC count (109/L)

9

PLT count (10 /L)

294.50 [239.25–343.75]

330.00 [276.00–404.00]

<.001*

CRP (mg/L)

85.00 [61.75–137.50]

69.00 [41.00–103.00]

0.022*

ESR (mm/h)

66.00 [45.50–94.00]

64.00 [47.00–81.00]

0.443

AST (IU/L)

30.50 [23.00–57.50]

30.00 [24.00–47.00]

0.896

ALT (IU/L)

44.00 [25.75–96.50]

36.00 [20.00–74.00]

0.809

ALB (g/L)

36.05 [32.00–38.90]

37.60 [35.20–41.10]

0.002*

Total bilirubin (mg/L)

6.80 [4.75–12.90]

6.10 [3.70–8.70]

0.018*

Urea nitrogen (mmol/L)

2.90 [2.40–3.50]

2.70 [2.10–3.20]

0.063

Creatinine (umol/L)

29.00 [24.00–36.00]

27.00 [22.00–31.00]

0.123

Sodium (mmol/L)

135.00 [132.75–137.00]

137.00 [135.00–139.00]

< 0.001*

Potassium (mmol/L)

4.04 [3.50–4.41]

4.12 [3.77–4.56]

0.026*

0.12 [0.12–0.13]

0.12 [0.12–0.12]

0.139

Troponin (ug/L)

The data are presented as the median with the 25th and 75th percentiles in square brackets for continuous variables and as the percentage for the
categorical variables
IVIG, intravenous immunoglobulin; CALs, Coronary artery lesions; WBC, white blood cell; PLT, platelet; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; CRP, C-reactive protein;
AST, aspartate aminotransferase; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; ALB, Albumin; NT-ProBNP, N-terminal probrain natriuretic peptide; *Statistically
significant (P < 0.05)

IVIG resistance, incidence of IVIG resistance, initial therapy
protocols, timing of serum NT-ProBNP test, assays of NTProBNP measurement and genetic backgrounds may contribute to the different findings in our study as compared to
previous studies (see Additional file 1). Furthermore, different
inclusion and exclusion criteria may also explain these variable findings. For instance, in the study by Kim et al. in
Korea [15], patients who presented with CAL before the initial IVIG treatment were excluded. However, previous

studies [24] [16] have shown that the inflammatory response
is likely to be more severe in these patients and excluding
them may, therefore, lead to lower NT-ProBNP levels. Given
the sufficient number of patients and prospective approach,
the findings in our report may be more conclusive.
Most importantly, the nature of the age-dependent
change in NT-ProBNP levels was not considered by previous studies [14–17], possibly as a consequence of small
sample sizes. Our study was the first to examine the
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Table 2 Comparison of N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide level between IVIG-resistance and IVIG-response group stratified by
age
IVIG-resistance group

IVIG-response group

P

Overall (n = 393)

54

339

Age (month)

28.50 [14.00–57.00]

24.00 [13.00–42.00]

0.051

NT-ProBNP

2685 [551.50–7010.00]

975.00 [387.00–2560.00]

0.006*

< 1 year (n = 79)

8

71

Age (month)

7 [4–8]

7 [5–8]

0.941

NT-ProBNP

3950.00 [1745.00–6252.50]

1130.00[471.00–2790.00]

0.012*

1–2 years (n = 109)

14

95

Age (month)

16.50 [13.75–20.25]

17.00 [14.00–20.00]

0.923

NT-ProBNP

2290.00 [494.75–5347.50]

1080.00 [472.00–2580.00]

0.001*

2–6 years (n = 176)

23

153

Age (month)

39.00 [29.00–54.00]

38.00 [30.00–49.00]

0.491

NT-ProBNP

3770.00 [528.00–8800.00]

798.00 [305.00–2085.00]

< 0.001*

> 6 years (n = 29)

9

20

Age (month)

83.00 [76.00–94.50]

86.00 [80.00–101.50]

0.308

NT-ProBNP

609.00 [207.00–9775.00]

2110.00 [369.75–9742.50]

0.822

The data are presented as the median with the 25th and 75th percentiles in square brackets for continuous variables
IVIG, intravenous immunoglobulin; NT-ProBNP, N-terminal probrain natriuretic peptide;
*Statistically significant (P < 0.05)

effectiveness of age-specific NT-ProBNP cutoff levels to
predict IVIG resistance in children with KD. Consistent
with our hypothesis, it was found that the serum level of
NT-ProBNP did not differ in KD patients older than 6
years, and the cutoff value of NT-ProBNP was also different
in those aged < 1 year (2480 pg/ml), 1–2 years (2800 pg/ml)
and 2–6 years (3710 pg/ml) compared to all KD patients

(3755 pg/ml). In addition, after age-matched stratification,
the sensitivity of the cutoff value was slightly higher in children aged 1–2 (50.0%) and 2–6 years (52.2%), and remarkably increased in children aged < 1 year (75.0%), while the
specificity was still high in all three groups (71.8–86.3%).
These results suggest that applying a cutoff value of
3755 pg/ml to all KD children, particularly those

Fig. 1 Comparsion of N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide level between IVIG-resistant and IVIG-response group stratified by age. *p < 0.05;
**p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001
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Table 3 Different cutoff values of N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide in predicting IVIG resistance in KD stratified by age
Age
group

Cutoff value
of NT-ProBNP

Category Response to IVIG

< 1 year

NT-ProBNP≥2480 pg/ml High risk 6

Sen

Spe

PPV

NPV

Resistance Response
Low risk

20

2

51

1–2 years NT-ProBNP≥2800 pg/ml High risk 7

21

Low risk

7

2–6 years NT-ProBNP≥3710 pg/ml High risk 12
Low risk

11

Total age NT-ProBNP≥3755 pg/ml High risk 24
Low risk

30

Diagnostic
accuracy

OR (95%CI)

AUC P

75.0% 71.8% 23.1% 96.2%

72.3%

7.65 (1.42–41.12) 0.77

0.014*

50.0% 77.9% 25.0% 91.4%

74.3%

3.52 (1.11–11.18) 0.61

0.045*

52.2% 86.3% 36.4% 92.3%

81.8%

6.86 (2.68–17.53) 0.69 < 0.001*

44.4% 84.1% 30.8% 90.5%

78.6%

4.22 (2.29–7.78)

74
21
132
54

0.64 < 0.001*

285

Sen, sensitivity; Spe, specificity; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value; AUC, area under the curve;
NT-ProBNP, N-terminal probrain natriuretic peptide; IVIG, intravenous immunoglobulin;
*Statistically significant (P < 0.05)

younger than two years, would miss many IVIG nonresponders. Therefore, our findings provide important
evidence that it is more reasonable and precise to apply
different cut-off values of NT-ProBNP based on age
when aiming at predicting IVIG resistance in KD.
The prediction of IVIG resistance is one of the main clinical issues and, consequently, one of the most extensively
studied topics in KD. Researchers have previously made
attempts to find criteria and markers for such resistance. An

elevation of serum neutrophils [25–28], CRP [25, 27, 29, 30],
total bilirubin [27, 30], as well as a lower platelet count [25,
29, 31], hyponatremia [25, 27, 31], and hypoalbuminemia
[26–28] are commonly observed in KD patients, which is
similar to our findings. Several scoring systems incoporating
these biomarkers, such as the Kobayashi [25], Egami [29]
and Sano [30] system, have been used to identify IVIG resistance in KD in Japan. However, they seemed to be of less
clinical relevance in non-Japanese populations such as

Fig. 2 The receiver-operating-characteristic curve (ROC) for NT-ProBNP in IVIG resistance prediction among different age stratified group. a The
ROC for NT-ProBNP in IVIG resistance prediction in total age. b The ROC for NT-ProBNP in IVIG resistance prediction in patients younger than 1
year old. c The ROC for NT-ProBNP in IVIG resistance prediction in patients aged 1–2 years. d The ROC for NT-ProBNP in IVIG resistance prediction
in patients aged 2–6 years
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Table 4 Diagnostic specificity and sensitivity according to receiver operating characteristic-optimized decision limits for N-terminal
pro-B-type natriuretic peptide
All (n = 393)

<1y (n = 79)

1-2y (n = 109)

2-6y (n = 176)

Specificity (%)

Cut-point (pg/ml)

N

Cut-point (pg/ml)

N

Cut-point (pg/ml)

N

Cut-point (pg/ml)

95

9860.0

27

10,215.0

4

7060.0

4

12,150.0

N
13

99

32,900.0

4

19,250.0

1

12,300.0

1

32,900.0

4

Sensitivity (%)

Cut-point (pg/ml)

N

Cut-point (pg/ml)

N

Cut-point (pg/ml)

N

Cut-point (pg/ml)

N

95

161.5

357

249

71

213.5

100

60

174

99

56.5

391

96.5

78

69

108

50

176

those in the US [32, 33], Korea [34], Germany [35], Spain
[36] and China [37, 38]. Recently, several predictive Chinese models including the ones by Formosa [26], Yang [27],
Tang [28] and Hua [31] have been developed. They also
showed variable predictive effectiveness even within China
[37, 38]. We had previously tested the predictive value of
all these risk-scoring systems in our population. As shown
in the Additional file 2, we had found that the Kobayashi,
Egami, Sano, Yang’s, and Hua’s score had a relatively high
specificity of 78.8–94.1%, but an extremely low sensitivity
of 16.7–35.2% (see Additional file 2). The performance of
Formosa’s and Tang’s systems also showed only moderate
sensitivity (57.4–61.1%) and specificity (54.0–67.3%). In
the present study, the predictive value of NT-ProBNP as a
single marker for IVIG resistance seems to be comparable
or slightly better compared to that of Formosa’s and
Tang’s system in our population, although the sensitivity
was also low (44.4%). However, after age-stratification, the
sensitivity was slightly higher in patients aged 1–2 (50.0%)
and 2–6 years (52.2%), and remarkably increased in patients aged < 1 year (75.0%), while the specificity was still
high in these three groups (71.8–86.3%).
On the basis of these findings, it is evident that we can
not identify all IVIG non-responders using any of the above
risk scores, including NT-ProBNP. However, as a parameter
obtained from routine blood tests, NT-ProBNP appears to
be a cost-effective alternative that may provide additional information on IVIG resistance, particularly in children under
one year. Moreover, unlike the aforementioned risk-scoring
systems, the predictive value of the NT-ProBNP seems to be
more consistent and stable among different populations despite different varied cut-off values, sensitivities and specificities. Nevertheless, given the unknown origin of KD and the
above findings, we suggest that a prediction model combining NT-ProBNP with other specific indicators might have a
better performance.
This study has some potential limitations. Firstly, this
study was performed in a single institution. Our hospital
is the largest children medical center in Southwest
China, which may lead to a selection bias in that more
severely ill patients are being admitted to us. Secondly, the
present study was a prospective cohort study and had strict
inclusion and exclusion criteria. The findings in our study

are therefore only applicable to Chinese KD patients receiving the standardized IVIG treatment (2 g/kg) within ten
days from fever onset. Finally, the age stratification was
based on a previous study and age-matched healthy children were not enrolled to determine the reference valus of
NT-ProBNP. However, studies have proven a significant
negative correlation between age and plasma levels of NTProBNP in children. Additionally, previous multicenter
studies from both the United States [39] and Europe [40]
have revealed that NT-ProBNP measurements obtained
with the same assay but at different study sites are highly
comparable both for physiological and pathological plasma
samples. More importantly, the main objective of our study
was to determine the effectiveness of NT-ProBNP in the
prediction of IVIG resistance. Therefore, this limitation
may not affect our main findings.
Despite these limitations, this study is the first to determin
the usefulness of age-specific NT-proBNP cutoff levels for
the prediction of IVIG resistance in a prospective study with
a relatively large sample size. We found that NT-proBNP is
a complementary laboratory marker for the prediction of
IVIG resistance in KD, particular in children younger than
one year. Larger prospective multicenter studies with standardized therapy protocols are warranted to investigate the
usefulness of age- specific NT-proBNP cutoff values, either
in an algorithm or in combination with other clinical criteria
and laboratory values, which will likely increase its sensitivity
in predicting IVIG resistance in KD patients.

Conclusions
NT-proBNP is a complementary laboratory marker for
the prediction of IVIG resistance. The application of
age-specific cutoff values for NT-ProBNP increases its
ability to predict IVIG resistance in KD.
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